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MINISTERIAL STANDARDS 
Standing Orders Suspension 

DR GALLOP (Victoria Park - Leader of the Opposition) [2.43 pm]:  I move - 

That so much of the standing orders be suspended as is necessary to enable to be considered forthwith a 
motion relating to ministerial standards. 

We have adopted the correct course of action in the Parliament today.  There have been major issues concerning 
three ministers - the Minister for Transport in the other place, and the Ministers for Forest Products and Primary 
Industry in this place.  When the Opposition raises questions about these important matters through the question 
time procedure in the Parliament, it expects an adequate response from the Government of the day, and, in 
particular, the Premier, which would indicate that the Government is maintaining proper standards for the people 
of Western Australia.  However, this Government has shown that it will defend the actions of its ministers ahead 
of public interest on every occasion.  We took the opportunity to use question time to properly examine these 
issues, but they were not examined.  Therefore, it is now proper for us to call on the Parliament to provide time 
directly after question time to deal with these matters, given their importance.  

MR BARNETT (Cottesloe - Leader of the House) [2.45 pm]:  As always in matters like this, the wording of the 
motion, if one takes it by itself, is significant, and it should be dealt with seriously by this Parliament.  During 
whatever debate takes place, observers can decide whether this is serious stuff or mischief making.   

If the Opposition regarded this as a serious and important matter, I would have preferred it to give notice of a 
substantive motion.  Indeed, in private members’ time this afternoon it could have given notice, and I would 
have accepted a late notice of motion.  The Opposition could have brought this matter on for debate during 
private members’ time.  That would have been the proper approach.  However, given that we have a choice 
between having a debate about whether we will suspend standing orders or having a debate about the so-called 
issue, the Government is prepared to agree to the suspension of standing orders on the basis that the debate is 
confined to one hour along the lines of what might happen with a matter of public importance. 

Question put and passed with an absolute majority. 

Motion 

DR GALLOP (Victoria Park - Leader of the Opposition) [2.47 pm]:  I move - 

That the Premier’s inadequate response, in question time today, to the unacceptable behaviour of his 
ministers further undermines public respect for his Government and calls on the Premier to uphold the 
rule of law in this State by requiring his ministers to maintain expected ministerial standards or resign. 

For the past 12 months, this Parliament has been involved in the cases of the Minister for Fair Trading and the 
Minister for Police.  Those ministers and their performance have prompted very serious community debates 
about the meaning of ministerial responsibility.  Three more cases further indicate this Government’s attitude to 
ministerial responsibility; that is, the cases involving the Minister for Forest Products, the Minister for Primary 
Industry and the Minister for Transport.  Each of these cases raises serious questions about the way in which the 
Government is conducting itself.  The people of Western Australia see a Government that believes there are two 
sets of laws; those that apply to members of the Government and their friends and those that apply to everyone 
else.  The people also see an arrogant Government, contemptuous of process, unconcerned about the serious 
issues of principle involved in these questions and dismissive of any criticism raised of its ministers in the course 
of their duties.  This is a very bad message to be sending to our public servants who are going about their duties 
trying to ensure that the law is properly administered.  It is also a bad message to send to the community, which 
is being asked on a daily basis to obey laws that it considers to be very inconvenient.   

We would have expected of the Government, and the Premier in particular, a higher standard than exists today.  
The problem, of course, is that the Government is in deep crisis.  When these problems occur at the top of 
government, government ministers do not deliver on the ground.  The delivery of health services, crime and law 
and order solutions, and rural and regional services is seriously lacking.  Because government members are not 
coming to grips with the divisions and problems that exist at the top, failures on the ground intensify day by day 
to the extent that a deep crisis has developed in the health system in the past few weeks.   

I shall go through the issues and make it absolutely clear what is at stake.  The first case involves the Minister for 
Forest Products who cleared a 300-metre strip on a road verge near his Pemberton vineyard.  His response to the 
question of why he was entitled to do it is very interesting.  He said he was given approval to remove some 
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vegetation in 1998, and, therefore, that gave him the right to do it on this occasion.  That was irrelevant to the 
clearing he engaged in this year.  Main Roads has made it clear that he needed approval.  The department also 
indicated that if he had applied through the normal process, he would have been allowed to clear some of his 
land two metres from the fence line rather than the five metres he cleared.  Main Roads has come up with a limp 
explanation about its failure to charge the minister.  It has decided not to go ahead with any charges because he 
has promised to plant trees and revegetate the land.  That is not good enough.  The course of justice should have 
been pursued; then an agreement to revegetate could have been dealt with after the case was properly considered.   

The minister added insult to the injury done to the public by saying this was only an issue because he was a 
minister.  Members will have seen the examples presented in the newspaper today of other individuals who were 
charged for clearing vegetation.  The fines placed upon them only a few years ago, in 1997 and 1998, had a 
serious effect on their income.  This gets us to the crux of the issue.  The Government has applied a double 
standard.  The minister should have taken his medicine like other people in the community.  If he had done so, 
the processes and standards set by the Government would be respected.  Instead Main Roads have given us a 
limp excuse and the Minister for Forest Products has taken an aggressive position.  That is not what we expect of 
the Government of the day.  If the minister is going to be aggressive, it is up to the Premier to tell the minister 
that he must follow certain standards.  The minister has failed in the first instance and the Premier has failed in 
the second instance to make sure that standards are properly set.   

Under the Wildlife Conservation Act, the Minister for Forest Products has special responsibility to make sure 
that our native vegetation is properly protected.  I trust and hope that the Department of Conservation and Land 
Management and its minister will make sure that the destruction of some marri trees as part of that clearing will 
be examined by CALM to consider whether charges should be laid.  I have read in the newspaper that the matter 
is being examined by CALM.  Today I seek a guarantee from the Minister for the Environment that the matter 
will be properly proceeded with.  The Minister for Forest Products should have taken his medicine on this issue.  
If he was not willing to do that, the Government should have insisted that it happened.  The Premier has not done 
that; therefore, he is telling the public that there is one set of standards for his ministers and another for the rest.   

The second issue I raise concerns the Minister for Primary Industry. Goundrey Wines cleared 220 metres of road 
verge.  CALM laid 12 charges against Goundrey Wines under the Wildlife Conservation Act, which provides for 
a possible fine of $48 000.  That is potentially a serious outcome.  However, those charges were withdrawn and I 
remind members that they were withdrawn on 23 October - the date set down for the court hearing.  That raises 
serious questions about the way government is being conducted in Western Australia today.  Those charges were 
withdrawn on the very day they were supposed to be heard in the court!  The reasons given by the director of 
CALM for withdrawing those charges were that the cleared vegetation was regenerating and a commitment had 
been given to rehabilitate vegetation and to plant trees on the Goundrey property.  In other words, the court 
process was in place but charges were dropped on the date set for the court hearing.   

It was reported in the press today that Mr Nixon from Northcliffe and Mr Harris from Gnowangerup were fined 
for clearing natural vegetation from crown land.  This issue goes to the role of the Minister for Primary Industry.  
Members of Parliament, and indeed ministers, have every right to make representations on behalf of their 
constituents.  Many times when evidence is produced in a case, justice is not done.  Authorities need to know 
what are those circumstances.  This was not a case of ensuring that justice was done; this was a case of ensuring 
that justice was undone.  That was the result of the intervention by the Minister for Primary Industry.  The 
minister said that these charges should be withdrawn.  What is my evidence for that claim?  Yesterday in 
Parliament the minister said that these charges should never have been laid.  He said his view was that country 
people should not have to suffer under that law because people in the city did not have to suffer under it.  I thank 
the Minister for Primary Industry very much.   Not only is he a member of the Cabinet and a legislator, but also 
the judge and jury.  He has decided that it was not right for charges to be laid in this case and that they should be 
withdrawn.  He went to CALM and said that those charges should be withdrawn.  In other words, he sought to 
ensure that justice was undone.   

The second example from the member's speech yesterday, which is evidence for my claim, is his strong 
statement that Goundrey Wines plays a prominent role in the community, invests a lot of money and employs 
many people, therefore it should be given special consideration. 

Mr Cowan:  He did not say that.  

Dr GALLOP:  Why did he mention it?  

Mr Cowan:  He mentioned it because it is a significant contributor to the economy in that part of the region.  
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Dr GALLOP:  Why did he mention it?   

Mr Cowan:  Why should he not mention it?  

Dr GALLOP:  Because he was responding to being asked why the charges should be withdrawn?  He used that 
as evidence.  

Mr Cowan:  That is the way you interpreted it.  

Dr GALLOP:  Any person who speaks English who had heard the question and the answer would have 
interpreted it that way.  

Mr Cowan:  I heard a fairly deft-footed interpretation when you made a comment earlier today in question time.  
“I did not say that”, said the Leader of the Opposition.  Well, you did and I have the transcript that says you did.  
I will raise that when I get to my feet.  

Dr GALLOP:  I am sure the Deputy Premier will, because he is defending his mate.   

The Minister for Primary Industry has acted improperly.  As far as I am concerned, the Premier should have 
brought him to account and dismissed him from the ministry.  The Premier has set a standard that ministers of 
his Government can put pressure on departments to have charges withdrawn, to see that justice is undone in 
Western Australia, and they will get away with it.   

The third case involves the Minister for Transport.  When four companies were short-listed for the Westrail 
privatisation, the Minister for Transport said he relinquished his shares in Wesfarmers.  In other words, the 
minister acknowledged that he had an interest in a matter before the Cabinet and that he should have 
relinquished his shares.  The facts came out in response to a series of questions asked by the Opposition.  It 
transpired that the minister had not relinquished his shares in the normal, open way - he transferred them to his 
wife.  The problem confronting the minister is the rules governing cabinet ministers.  The Commission on 
Government report includes a section on family disclosures that states - 

In Western Australia, ministers must provide details of the interests of members of their immediate 
family if a conflict of interest arises.  There is no requirement for the family members to divest those 
interests but the Premier must be made aware of the interests in order to determine if the minister 
should be removed from any cabinet discussion.  The Code defines immediate family as any spouse 
and/or dependent children but may include ‘other members of his or her household or family when their 
interests are closely connected with the Minister’s interests’.  

That was the question at stake, not whether he relinquished his shares.  Given that he relinquished them to his 
wife, were they declared to the Premier and what did the Premier do about that?  The problem facing the 
Government is that the minister has acknowledged that he should not have had those shares - that is why he got 
rid of them.  However, he transferred them to his wife.  Under the rules that apply in this State, that matter 
should have been declared to the Cabinet and a decision made about whether the minister should have withdrawn 
from the cabinet meeting.  Yet again, the standards that apply in this State have not been met.   

I have cited three case studies:  Firstly, the Minister for Forest Products should have taken his medicine for 
clearing land outside his property, but instead he adopted a defensive and aggressive attitude and tried to give the 
impression that he had every right to do what he did when he did not; secondly, the Minister for Primary 
Industry intervened to have charges withdrawn in a case involving Goundrey Wines Ltd when the matter was 
before the courts.  He has admitted that the reason he intervened had nothing to do with justice being done but 
everything to do with his view of what laws should apply to country people and the merits of the company 
involved.  That is not good enough and the Premier has not intervened to ensure that the appropriate standards 
are met.  The third case study involves the Minister for Transport, who had a clear interest in a matter before 
Cabinet.  That interest should have been declared to the Premier through the cabinet process and a determination 
made about whether he should have participated in the relevant cabinet meeting.  I have cited three examples and 
three failures on the Premier’s part to ensure that his Government maintains appropriate standards.   

That is the situation in Western Australia today:  Whatever the issue, the arguments or the case presented, this 
Premier will always stand behind his ministers and what they do.  That is not good enough.  The people of 
Western Australia deserve better.  They are not getting it from this Government, so it is important for this 
Parliament to send a clear message that those standards are unacceptable.   

MR RIPPER (Belmont - Deputy Leader of the Opposition) [3.04 pm]:  The Leader of the Opposition has been 
kind in his treatment of this Government; he has identified only three ministers who have behaved improperly.  I 
can identify four ministers who have been involved in the affairs raised in the House today:  Firstly, the Minister 
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for Forest Products has cleared land illegally; secondly, the Minister for Primary Industry has interfered in a 
prosecution against a wealthy constituent -  

Mr Court:  What was the second example? 

Mr RIPPER:  Thirdly, the Minister for the Environment facilitated the Minister for Primary Industry’s actions; 
and, fourthly, the Minister for Transport had a conflict of interest and did not follow the ministerial code.   

Apparently the Premier missed the middle bit.  If he had seen the film A Fish Called Wanda he would know to 
whom I am referring.  He did not understand me when I said that the Minister for Primary Industry has behaved 
improperly by interfering in the prosecution of a wealthy constituent.   

Mr Court:  That is not correct.   

Mr RIPPER:  That is correct, and I will explain why later in my contribution. 

Two other members are in the dock today:  Firstly, the Premier, who is responsible for the maintenance of 
standards within his Government; and, secondly, the Deputy Premier and Leader of the National Party, who is 
responsible for the maintenance of standards in his party.  

Some people might think that this is a debate about the past and the present.  It is about more than that; it is about 
the future.  We are not only talking about this Government’s record, we are also being forced to examine what it 
would be like if members opposite were re-elected.  What would the coalition Government’s standards be if it 
were granted a third term and took on the arrogance of a third victory?  We have seen how members opposite 
have behaved during their second term in government.  How would they behave during a third term?   

We are dealing with important issues.  I will address those involving the Minister for Primary Industry.  His 
response yesterday was amazing.  He told this House that we should not worry about the law because it is wrong 
and, therefore, the prosecution is wrong.  He argued that country road verges, regardless of their length, can be 
cleared.  He stated that a country road verge is the same as a suburban road verge, so it can be cleared.  By 
implication, he argued that anyone should be able to clear hundreds of metres of country road verges with 
impunity.  That is absurd.  Some country properties have kilometres of road frontage.  Should the owners have 
carte blanche to clear that natural vegetation?  During question time the minister compared a suburban road 
verge and a country road verge.  He said that the law is wrong and that country people should be able to clear 
their verges.  

Some laws are outdated, but that is not true in this case.  This law has real purpose and application.  That purpose 
is to conserve endangered species.  Significant numbers of endangered species survive because of the 
preservation of road verges.  This law is not silly or outdated, and it is applied.  An article in The West Australian  
today detailed the prosecutions launched against people who have broken this law.  It is only in this case that it 
has not been enforced, and that occurred because of representations made by the Minister for Primary Industry.   

The Government says that members of Parliament make representations.  Indeed, we do.  If a disability 
pensioner has been fined for not wearing a seatbelt and he disputes that, a member of Parliament might write to 
the Commissioner of Police and ask for the matter to be reviewed.  Many members on both sides of the Chamber 
would do that for a constituent.  There is a difference between that and what the Minister for Primary Industry 
has done.  He was not acting as a backbench member writing to an independent officer.  In this case, a minister 
of the Crown applied pressure to a public servant.  The person responsible for this prosecution is a contracted 
chief executive officer - he is not a permanent public servant employed for the rest of his working life.  This 
person could receive a personal merit allowance following a high performance rating by his minister.  In any 
case, this person is subject to ministerial direction.  Section 7 of the Wildlife Conservation Act 1950 says - 

Subject to the direction and control of the Minister, this Act shall be administered by the Executive 
Director. 

The chief executive officer responsible for the prosecution, when confronted with pressure from a minister of the 
Crown, is in a different position from that of a Commissioner of Police who is in receipt of a letter from a 
backbench member of Parliament.  These are serious concerns.   

This minister has form.  A couple of years ago, he tried to make Agriculture Western Australia pay three times 
more than the market price for some land in Katanning.  Mr Deputy Speaker, do you know how he was stopped?  
He was stopped by “Mr Accountability” - the Minister for Lands.  It was the Minister for Lands - the Minister 
for Fair Trading - who, remarkably, had higher standards of accountability than the Minister for Primary 
Industry.  I did not think that any member of the Government could sink further than the standards of the 
Minister for Fair Trading.   
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Another minister is also responsible - the Minister for the Environment.  She can direct the CEO of the 
Department of Conservation and Land Management on this prosecution.  However, she says that she did not 
direct him.  Is she also saying that she was completely unaware of Mr Cox’s proposal to drop the charges?  I 
believe that the minister was briefed on these matters.  She may not have directed Mr Cox but she tacitly 
approved what happened.  She facilitated the pressure being applied to this person by the Minister for Primary 
Industry.  This person does not have the same protection, or independence, as the Commissioner of Police.  The 
Minister for the Environment has returned to the Chamber so I will ask her these questions:  Was she aware of 
Mr Cox’s proposed action?  Did he brief her?  Did he tell her about the approach from the Minister for Primary 
Industry? 

Mrs Edwardes:  I was not aware of the proposal to drop the charges.  I have already indicated - as he indicated - 
that the Minister for Primary Industry had spoken to him. 

Mr RIPPER:  Did the Minister for the Environment indicate any view to him? 

Mr Court:  We will go one step further.  Unlike yourself, we will give you all the information. 

Mr RIPPER:  The Government can table everything, which would be a good start.  Let us take this one step 
further.  The minister could have expressed a view to Mr Cox.  She could have said, “Enforce the law.  Send a 
message that the rich, powerful and well-connected are equally subject to the law in Western Australia.”  She 
could have done that; however, she stood back, took her hands off the levers, and let the Minister for Primary 
Industry pressure Mr Cox to drop the charges.  She dropped the ball.  She could have taken a stand but she did 
not.   

The Government thinks these matters are trivial but they are not.  Two important principles are involved:  
Firstly, the principal that the rule of law should apply in Western Australia; and, secondly, that standards of 
ethical behaviour should apply within the Government.  The Government thinks it can thumb its nose at these 
matters; however, there will be a reckoning if it thinks it can thumb its nose at those principles.  In the end, the 
public will judge the Government’s record and its approach to the future.  The public will judge this Government 
unfavourably if it does not take these principles seriously.  I regret to say that, to date, the Government has 
treated these issues in a trivial and dismissive fashion. 

MR OMODEI (Warren-Blackwood - Minister for Local Government) [3.14 pm]:  I am more than happy to take 
any medicine that is metered out as a result of the situation at my property.  With the benefit of hindsight and of 
all the antics of the last couple of days, I regret that I did not organise someone to ring Main Roads to make sure 
that the previous approval for the work carried through.  My family has a frontage of about 600 metres onto the 
highway.  Had we continued with the whole removal of the fence in 1998, that approval would have been in 
order. 

Mr Kobelke:  Was that written approval? 

Mr OMODEI:  No.  We contacted Main Roads, which said that the vegetation was of such insignificance that 
written approval was not required.  That was the situation back then and I presumed that that was still the case.   

I will provide some history of this issue so members can make their own judgment.  About 25 years ago, the 
Main Roads department reconstructed Vasse Highway adjacent to our property.  Many old trees were removed 
and stacked in our property.  We had no problem with that as the reconstruction was in the interest of public 
safety.  The road verges were completely denuded.  On the approach to our property from the north, there is an 
embankment prior to a cutting.  The property is on the left-hand side.  Marri trees regenerated on the 
embankment, and the rest of the road verge, on the top of the embankment, was left cleared.  When my family 
removed the old boundary fence, we removed the vegetation that was attached to the fence.  That may have 
included one or two marri trees at the foot of the embankment.  It is interesting that the footage that the media 
has shown includes some file footage taken more than 20 kilometres from my property.  Some of the vineyard 
footage was shot in Northcliffe.  The marri is still on the embankment.  The Persoonia longifolia - better known 
as snottygobble - is still on the embankment.  The only trees that were removed were those planted outside the 
fence line in the past 15 years.  I planted six Eucalyptus muelleriana, four of which were removed.  Two were 
cut off at ground level - which can be checked - and my brothers planted the rest.  Of the 300 metres of fence 
line, about 80 metres adjoins my property, which is Nelson location 10 935, and the rest is on my brother’s 
property, location 4 204.  The debris stacked up in the paddock - seen in the television footage and in The West 
Australian - is stacked on my brother’s property.  The large logs on the top of that debris are the strainer posts 
from the fence, which were at three-metre intervals along the 330 metres of fence line.  Most of the stack is roots 
picked up during the levelling of the site and off my brother’s potato paddock.   
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I wrote to Main Roads on 13 November, and officers attended at the site and spoke to my wife.  The letter, which 
was to the regional manager of Main Roads, and has been tabled by the Deputy Premier, said - 

Further to your discussions with Mrs Omodei, I provide the following information in relation to the 
removal of our boundary fence: 

Bear in mind that I spend four days of the week in the city and the other three days at home or in my electorate. 

The letter continued - 

The roadside was totally cleared by Main Roads when reconstruction of the Vasse Highway occurred 
some 30 years ago; 

PD and RM Omodei have been the owners of Location 109354 since 1979; 

The road verge on top of the cutting is about 3-5 metres wide; 

The boundary fence was very old and the risk of cattle escaping onto the Highway was very real.  It is 
our intention that when we acquire Location 4204 that we will renew the boundary fence adjacent to 
State Forest - a permit from CALM will be sought; 

To prove that my family and I do not run around breaching the law as has been indicated, I will table for the 
House the permit that we received from CALM in 1998 when we worked on the other part of the fence.  
Wherever native forest was removed there was an appropriate permit. 

[See paper No 486.] 

The letter continues -  

Most importantly, my family planted the trees adjacent to and in the fence line.  Corimba Calophylla 
and Persoonia Longifolia remain on the embankments; 

The trees are still there.  Unfortunately the media failed to take footage or photographs of them.  To continue - 

Inspection of the heap (which fortunately we have not burnt) will reveal sticks, posts and following 
species - Eu Citriadora (Lemon Scented Gum), Eu Muelleriana (Yellow Stingy Bark), Eu Saligna 
(Sydney Blue Gum) which are not native to Western Australia.  There are still two Mulleriana adjacent 
to the driveway; 

Contact was made with Main Roads 2½ - 3 years ago and approval was given to remove limited 
vegetation when the fence was replaced south of our driveway.  Written approval was gained from 
CALM; 

As there were no concerns from Main Roads back then, it was presumed that approval to do the 
remainder was not necessary as we believe we have been responsible landholders; 

Investigation of the fence line south of the driveway will reveal a ripperline in preparation to plant new 
trees; 

It should be noted that we have always maintained the verge by mulching and have removed Watsonia, 
Veldt Grass, Guildford Grass and other exotic species which is in stark contrast to many other 
landholders including Main Roads and the Shire: 

We will be planting trees including deciduous trees and would like your advice as to whether we can 
plant outside our boundary alignment. 

We appreciate the opportunity to explain the background to what has become “an issue” and apologise 
for any inconvenience it has caused you. 

The letter is signed by me.  We will plant deciduous trees inside our fence line.  We have maintained our fence 
line.  Any members who wish to visit that part of the country will see our original homestead property that is run 
by my elder and younger brothers.  They slash and mulch outside the fence where there is no vegetation.  They 
planted the exotic trees outside the fence in order to beautify the road verge.  One of the reasons that the native 
species were removed was that some of the Sydney blue gums were very close to the roadside and it was 
considered that if they fell across the road and someone ran into them, we would be held liable for compensation.  
We are more than happy to replace vegetation outside the fence line.  The Campaign for Ancient Forests has 
mixed up what they believed to be karri with what is Sydney blue gum.  The trees are still in the stacks for 
anybody to inspect.  It concerns me that the Campaign for Ancient Forests cannot tell the difference between 
exotic species and native species.  The media has responded to the press release issued by the Campaign for 
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Ancient Forests.  The release is by Patrick Weir.  The main instigator is Mr Mark Sheehan of Northcliffe, who 
has been the main organiser behind protests in the Northcliffe bush.  Sheehan went to my electorate office some 
six months ago and told my electorate officer to let me know that he knows where I live.  I do not know whether 
or not it constitutes a threat against a member of Parliament.  I let the comment go through to the keeper.  I 
object to someone who does not have good credentials making allegations to which the media responds.  These 
campaigners cannot tell the difference between exotic and native trees.  I accept that in the past few days it has 
become an issue.  I regret that.  If I had my time over I would have arranged for my son to ring Main Roads to 
confirm prior approval.  In respect of any removal of native forests we have always had proper approvals.  The 
timber that was removed was planted by my family and me. 

MR COWAN (Merredin - Deputy Premier) [3.25 pm]:  I want to run through a short history lesson that I believe 
is relevant to the debate as I assume the debate is about ministerial standards and the standards of members of 
Parliament in the broader sense.  Some years ago a parcel of land existed in Midland.  The Opposition laughs 
about this matter.  We all know the consequences of the royal commission.  The Opposition laughs about such 
matters.  The Opposition dismisses them as though they do not matter.  They end up taking up a whole range of 
pissant issues that have some relevance, but which are only given importance by some elements of the Press.  As 
indicated by the Minister for Forest Products, these elements are too lazy to get the story accurate.  They just 
want to be vindictive and to find a reason to create an atmosphere that might help them to even up the score and 
balance the ledger.  I am not interested in the motives. 

The parcel of land at Midland was worth in excess of $5m.  The Government of the day sold it for $450 000.  
The land was sold to a person who said he was going to build a brickworks.  He eventually did.  There was a 
select committee of inquiry into the issue and a member of the Opposition was part of the committee.  Some 
totally outrageous findings were made, one of which was that the Government of the day was justified in selling 
a parcel of land that was worth in excess of $5m for $450 000.  It amazes me that any person who was part of a 
select committee that said that a parcel of land worth $5m could be sold for $450 000 could come into this House 
and talk about ethics and standards. 

Ms MacTiernan interjected. 

Mr COWAN:  Let us talk about the member of the Opposition who instructed Western Power to transfer a 
cheque to Rothwells bank.  Let us talk about the ethics of that!  The cheque was worth between $17m and $20m.  
Let us talk about a cosy little deal that allowed one of the major building contractors in Western Australia to 
develop the Swan Brewery.  Let us talk about the cosy little deal between the then relevant minister and Bluegate 
Nominees. 

Ms MacTiernan:  Do you think it means that you can do whatever you like? 

Mr COWAN:  It does not mean we can do what we like; we do not do what we like!  

I want to be sure that this House puts into perspective some of what has occurred, of which members opposite 
claim they now have absolutely no knowledge.  I wanted to remind members opposite of what has occurred.   

Let us come to the issues that are relevant to the National Party and about which I have some knowledge.  We 
will start with my good friend and colleague, the Minister for Primary Industry.  A constituent, Mr Ted Avery, 
advised the minister, through his electorate office, that he had received notice of prosecution for clearing 200 
metres of road verge.  As the member representing that area, the minister caused a number of letters to be written 
to the people who were responsible for undertaking the prosecution.  

Mr Kobelke:  Will you table those letters? 

Mr COWAN:  I will allow the Premier to do that, because he has a more complete set of copies than I have.  I do 
not have the letters that were made available by the Minister for the Environment.  I certainly have the letters 
that the Minister for Primary Industry wrote.  On 30 June, the Minister for Primary Industry wrote to the 
Minister for the Environment and asked for the matter to be investigated and for it to be taken up directly with 
the owner of Goundrey Wines Ltd, Mr Jack Bendat.  That was an appropriate thing to do.  In other words, the 
Minister for Primary Industry was drawing the attention of the Minister for the Environment to a matter in her 
area of responsibility and asking her to take it up. 

Dr Gallop:  Which particular part of the issue would she take up? 

Mr COWAN:  The legal action.   

Dr Gallop:  What was the injustice in the legal charges?  
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Mr COWAN:  I have said already that the letter will be tabled.  The Minister for Primary Industry raised the 
issue with the responsible minister on 30 June because a constituent raised it with him.  After getting a response 
from the Minister for the Environment, on 29 September, the Minister for Primary Industry wrote to Mr  Jack 
Bendat - this is interesting - and said - 

Earlier this week I once again approached the Minister for the Environment, Hon Cheryl Edwardes 
MLA -  

I am sorry for mentioning the minister's name, which we are not supposed to do in this place.  To continue -  

- as well as CALM Chief Executive Officer, Dr Wally Cox, on behalf of yourself and Mr Avery about 
this matter.   

Although I was able to again discuss the issue in detail and put your case strongly to them, I regret to 
advise that both Minister Edwardes and Dr Cox have chosen not to take any action or intervene in the 
process in any way.   

As far as my colleague was concerned that was the end of the matter.  

Point of Order 

Mr KOBELKE:  The Deputy Premier was quoting from letters and I ask that they be tabled, which is required 
under standing orders.  

Mr COWAN:  I am comfortable tabling the one letter from which I quoted.  I can assure the member for 
Nollamara, as I have said twice now - but for those who are hard of hearing - the Premier will table the full suite 
of letters.  

Mr KOBELKE:  We are told that regularly, and it does not happen.  

Mr COWAN:  That is not true and the member for Nollamara knows it is not true.   

Debate Resumed 

Mr COWAN: I make the point that representation was made to the Minister for Primary Industry in his capacity, 
firstly, as a minister and, secondly as the local representative. 

Dr Gallop:  What was the argument?  Where was the injustice? 

Mr COWAN:  They were feeling aggrieved about being prosecuted.  The Deputy Leader of the Opposition 
spoke for some time about how every member of Parliament must at some time or another take up the case of an 
aggrieved constituent who believes he has been wrongly dealt with by the authorities.  That is common practice.  
All members do it.  However, in this case, as he was the Minister for Primary Industry, he wrote to the 
responsible minister, and he has that necessary correspondence.  The Minister for Primary Industry acted entirely 
properly, and I am sure this House will agree that he has acted entirely properly and within his rights.   

The other issue relates to the pecuniary interests of my colleague, the Minister for Transport.  Again through the 
process of disclosing pecuniary interests, the minister indicated a residual shareholding in Wesfarmers Ltd.  
Those shares do not increase in value.  They are only $2 shares, and if the valuation of the holdings in 
Wesfarmers increases, that transmits to the franked income fund, which is the spin-off for shareholders.  The 
Minister for Transport acted entirely appropriately when he knew that one of the four preferred bidders was a 
consortium of which Wesfarmers Ltd was a joint venture partner:  The minister disposed of his shares, as he is 
required to do. That is the end to it. 

Dr Gallop:  That is not the end to it.  

Mr COWAN:  It is.  I will take up another issue concerning my colleague the Minister for Transport.  An 
accusation was made that he acted improperly over the Binnu West and Binnu East Roads.  For the information 
of the House, those roads are effectively the responsibility of the local authority, the Shire of Northampton.  For 
some time the people in that area had been agitating for the roads to be improved.  The only way they would ever 
be improved was through the process of getting greater leverage for the moneys that were available through the 
Shire of Northampton to improve the quality of those roads.  Members should bear in mind that contrary to what 
was said in this place, those roads were part of the Transform WA process that was announced in April 1998 - 
before the Minister for Transport was appointed to the ministry.   

Under the process of the Transform WA program, the Binnu West and Binnu East Roads were declared to be 
roads that needed to be improved and needed money spent on them.  However, there was not a clear timetable 
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for completion.  Farmers from the community, and other people including contractors and the local government 
body, got together.  They said that the only way they could accelerate the roadworks was to do a little in-kind 
work themselves.  They put that proposition to Main Roads.  Main Roads said that as long as they complied with 
the standards of construction and the safety standards associated with road building, it saw no reason not to go 
ahead.  Contrary to the allegations that were made in this place yesterday, it was part of a state road program 
under the Transform WA program that was announced in April 1998.  

Mr Brown:  What was the priority? 

Mr COWAN:  I have just made the point that the priority was not high enough for it to be given a specific date 
for completion, so the local community said it would deliver something in kind to ensure that it could raise the 
priority for the road works; in other words, that would lower the cost so that it was affordable to government.  
That is exactly what they did.  In conjunction with the contractors and the Shire of Northampton, the local 
community undertook to do all the construction and the formwork at no cost to Main Roads.  I understand that 
all that was left to be done was the sealing of the road. 

That is the way the Opposition has sought to manipulate issues that have arisen.  Members of this place, 
attempting to represent their constituents, take an argument to the responsible minister and to the responsible 
government agencies.  That is their right, and it has already been acknowledged that that is done commonly and 
frequently.  In this case, the Minister for Primary Industry took up a matter, quite rightly, on behalf of a 
constituent.  My colleague the Minister for Transport has taken up an issue concerning his shareholding.  He has 
divested himself of it.  I acknowledge that the Leader of the Opposition read out a recommendation of the Burt 
Commission on Accountability. 

Dr Gallop:  No, the Commission on Government. 

Mr COWAN:  Who was responsible for that? 

Dr Gallop:  I think your Government set it up. 

Mr COWAN:  That is right.  Jack Gregor did it.  I acknowledge that that Commission on Government report 
exists.  However, the point is that the Minister for Transport acted quite properly in disposing of his shares, as he 
was required to do. 

Dr Gallop:  No, there is another issue. 

Mr COWAN:  The Leader of the Opposition can take up all sorts of issues.  However, the Minister for Transport 
has disposed of his shares.  He acted properly on the road; he acted properly on the Westrail freight business.  
Every now and again I cannot help but hear, as do most members in this place, the screeching interjections of the 
member for Armadale.  In this case, she raised the issue about the value of the Westrail freight sale.  I reckon 
that $985m is not bad value.  My ministerial colleagues have acted properly, and there is no doubt that this 
House should defeat this motion. 

Point of Order 

Mr KOBELKE:  I thought the Deputy Premier said he would table a letter.  He gave an undertaking that he 
would.  True to form, he has not. 

Debate Resumed 

Mr COWAN:  I apologise.  I table the letter. 

[See paper No 487.] 

MR COURT (Nedlands - Premier) [3.42 pm]:  Very briefly, I will add to the comments I made during question 
time.  In the case of both the Minister for Forest Products and the Minister for Primary Industry, we are talking 
about decisions on whether to take action that are made by public servants - not by the executive Government.  If 
the Opposition wants to criticise the action that has been taken by Main Roads or by the Department of 
Conservation and Land Management, it is directly criticising the people in those agencies. 

The Minister for the Environment will table for the Opposition the response from the Executive Director of 
CALM, which shows that the allegations the Opposition is making are totally false.  I will table all the 
correspondence from the minister and from Goundrey Wines Ltd, etc.  The Opposition will have egg on its face, 
because the Minister for the Environment made it clear that she would not interfere and that she believed the 
prosecution should continue.  She has acted quite properly by saying, in response, that this is a matter for the 
executive director and she will not interfere with it.  The Minister for the Environment will table a letter from the 
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executive director, in which he states why he made those decisions.  This Government provides all the 
information - it is open and accountable.  The Executive did not make the decision; the senior public service did. 

Mr Ripper interjected. 

Mr COURT:  We spent 10 years in opposition and the Labor Party would not provide any information.  It 
refused to act under freedom of information legislation.  This is an open, accountable Government.  If 
Opposition members read all these documents, they will realise that what they have been running today is an 
absolute furphy. 

[See papers Nos 483 and 488A-G.] 

MRS EDWARDES (Kingsley - Minister for the Environment) [3.44 pm]:  I will deal with a bit of the history of 
this matter.  I have here a letter written to me by the Executive Director of CALM, and I will table a copy of it 
for the House.  It states - 

Representations in relation to these legal proceedings have been made to me by Mr Jack Bendat, one of 
the Directors of Goundrey Wines and Mr Ted Avery.  Each of these people was initially advised that 
legal proceedings would continue as a prima facie case existed and prosecution was in the public 
interest. 

A representation has also been made to you on this by Mr Jack Bendat through the Hon Monty House 
MLA, Minister for Primary Industry on 30 June 2000.  You sought advice from CALM on this 
representation and replied to both Minister House and Mr Bendat that the prosecution would 
proceed . . . Mr Bendat also wrote directly to you on this matter on 18 July 2000.  This letter was 
referred to me for consideration.  I met with Mr Bendat and Mr Avery on 28 July.  On 1 September I 
advised Mr Bendat and Mr Avery in writing, that the prosecution would not be withdrawn.  I also 
advised your Chief of Staff, Mr Richard May on 1 September that there was no need for you to respond 
to Mr Bendat’s 18 July letter. 

In a subsequent representation to me, Mr Avery advised that the roadside vegetation, the subject of the 
prosecution, was regenerating.  Mr Avery provided me with a written commitment that he would 
promote the regeneration of the road verge and revegetate parts of the property he was managing.  The 
affected road verge native flora had been previously noted as regenerating. 

During the course of a prosecution, new information may come forward from various sources.  This 
information is assessed for its relevance to the case.  If the new information is relevant, CALM will 
determine if continuing with the prosecution is in the public interest.  Each case will be determined on 
its own merits. 

In accordance with the discretion that I have in relation to prosecutions, I determined that, after 
considering the available evidence, including, but not restricted to, regrowth vegetation that was the 
subject of the prosecution, the commitment from Mr Avery to maintain the road reserve vegetation and 
planting commitments he has made, that the prosecution was no longer in the public interest. 

I table the letter. 

[See paper No 486.] 

Mrs EDWARDES:  I point out to Opposition members that CALM’s prosecution guidelines are available on the 
Internet, and the Premier has also tabled them.  Under “Other Relevant Public Interest Factors”, the Director of 
Public Prosecutions’ prosecution policy and guidelines of 1999 state - 

Despite the existence of a prima facie case and reasonable prospects of conviction, it may not be in the 
public interest to proceed if other factors, singly or in combination, render a prosecution inappropriate. 

Those factors include the availability or efficacy of any alternatives to prosecution and the likely outcome in the 
event of a finding of guilt, having regard to the sentencing options available to the court.  The outcome that was 
able to be achieved through negotiations between the executive director and Goundrey Wines was a far greater 
conservation outcome than could have been achieved through the prosecution. 

MS MacTIERNAN (Armadale) [3.48 pm]:  I must express my dissatisfaction that the Premier has decided to 
absent himself from this debate, because this will be yet another excuse for not responding to the allegations that 
have been made.  There have been four government speakers, and not one minister has addressed the issue of the 
Minister for Transport not declaring a conflict of interest and not declaring his shareholdings. 
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Mr Omodei:  Where is the member for Fremantle?  I want to talk to him. 

Ms MacTIERNAN:  The Premier has an obligation to be in the Chamber during a debate of this nature and to 
explain to us why this whole issue of conflict of interest has been ignored.  The Opposition had to drag the 
information from the Minister for Transport. 

It was only on the fifth occasion that the Minister for Transport acknowledged that he had transferred his shares 
to his wife.  We tried to find out time and again, but he gave answers like, “I’ve got the information on the farm.  
I can’t remember.  I will have to go to the farm, which is 451 kilometres away.”  Apparently, he could not 
remember that he had transferred his shares to his wife three weeks earlier.  Why was he trying to conceal that he 
had transferred them to his wife?  The Deputy Premier had an opportunity to tell the House.  Why did he not 
want to tell -  

Mr Cowan:  This is coming from the person who said the tunnel was a waste of money, and then presented an 
award to the people who built it. 

Points of Order 

Mr KOBELKE:  We know the Deputy Premier has a reputation for being a bullyboy, but we entered into an 
agreement -  

Mr Cowan interjected. 

Dr GALLOP:  Another point of order!  I call for a withdrawal of the remarks of the Deputy Premier.  He 
described the member for Armadale as a two-faced hypocrite.  That is definitely against the standing orders. 

The DEPUTY SPEAKER:  I must deal with the first point of order.  Then the Leader of the Opposition may 
make his point of order. 

Mr KOBELKE:  We have tried to work with the Government to close this debate within an hour, with equal time 
given to each side.  The member for Armadale has been speaking for only four minutes.  The deputy leader has 
obviously been caught out.  He knows he is in the wrong, and his only response is to disrupt the proper 
functioning of this Chamber with inane and loud interjections.  I can match him in that, but it will not help the 
proper proceedings of this House, nor will it allow the member for Armadale to make her contribution.  I ask the 
Deputy Speaker to provide her with some protection, or this debate will go on much longer than we wish.  It had 
been agreed to restrict it so that it did not go beyond an hour, with equal time given to both sides. 

The DEPUTY SPEAKER:  The member for Armadale is speaking.  Anybody who interjects will be formally 
called to order. 

Dr GALLOP:  On frequent occasions, members of the Government have asked opposition members to withdraw 
the word “hypocrite”.  The Deputy Premier used it and I ask for a withdrawal. 

Mr SHAVE:  The Deputy Premier said that it was a hypocritical action; he did not say the member was a 
hypocrite. 

Dr Gallop:  He did.  He said, “two-faced hypocrite”. 

Mr Cowan:  I most certainly did not. 

Dr Gallop:  You did. 

Mr Barnett:  Get on with it. 

Debate Resumed 

Ms MacTIERNAN:  I do not mind interjections, but the Deputy Premier was delivering a constant stream of 
dialogue, even when I tried to ask him a question.  He did that because he knows there is no answer.  After a 
week, we finally extracted the information from the Minister for Transport.  However, this Government has not 
told us why the Minister for Transport did not withdraw from the cabinet deliberation.  The Government failed to 
acknowledge that different standards apply to ministers and members of Parliament, as their roles and 
responsibilities are very different.  The Premier today said that the Minister for Transport had complied with the 
Members of Parliament (Financial Interests) Act.  Big deal.  He may well have complied with it, but that is not 
the issue.  We are not talking about him in his capacity as a member for the Agricultural Region, but as the 
Minister for Transport.  That issue has not been addressed.  The ministerial code does not distinguish whether 
the property is owned by the minister or his spouse.  The reason for that is logical:  The Family Law Act 
effectively provides for the notion of joint property, and requires that property be divided equally between both 
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parties when a marriage is dissolved.  The ministerial code makes it clear that ministers have an obligation to 
disclose whether their spouses have an interest in a matter before the Cabinet.  Of the four ministers who 
responded to the motion, not one addressed the crucial question.  Not one told the House whether the Minister 
for Transport declared his interest to the Premier.  Not one was prepared to say whether, if the Minister for 
Transport made such a declaration, he withdrew from the cabinet deliberation on the sale of Westrail.   

The other issue is the ministers’ failure to answer the question about other ministers.  Cabinet made this decision 
only two weeks ago.  This Government held a royal commission because someone in the Labor Party could not 
remember something that happened four years ago.  Yet, the Premier today told the House that it is acceptable 
that he cannot remember which of his ministers two weeks ago declared an interest in the sale of Westrail.  He 
said that after having already been asked the question in a doorstop interview at 10 o’clock this morning.  He 
was asked who else, beside the Minister for Transport, declared an interest in the sale of Westrail to the 
Wesfarmers Limited consortium, and the Premier spoke his mind.  Carmen Lawrence is expected to remember 
events of four years ago; yet he cannot remember events of two weeks ago.  He said, “Oh gosh, I can’t 
remember, but I will look into it.”  We asked him that question four hours later.  What did we get?  His response 
was, “Yeah, well, I had better look into that.”  The Premier knows the answer and, like the Minister for 
Transport, is trying to conceal what happened because there has been a grave breach of the ministerial standards.   

The Premier was not in the Chamber earlier, but I was talking about the importance of his understanding that 
there is a big difference between the obligations of a member of Parliament under the Members of Parliament 
(Financial Interests) Act and the obligations of a minister under the ministerial code of ethics.  Does the Premier 
absent himself, as he has often said in this place, from debates concerning Kingstream Pty Ltd? 

Mr Court:  I have done so when key decisions have been made, even though I do not hold shares or have a 
conflict. 

Ms MacTIERNAN:  Will the Premier explain why he does that? 

Mr Court:  My family has a high profile and I err on the side of caution. 

Ms MacTIERNAN:  The Premier errs on the side of caution.  He declares an interest and absents himself from 
debate on any matter concerning Kingstream, although it is only his brother who is involved.  Yet, a different 
standard applies to the Minister for Transport, even though his spouse is involved, and the ministerial code 
specifically mentions spouses as one of the categories of people about whom ministers must declare an interest.  
The Minister for Transport did not do that.  Does the Premier acknowledge that the Minister for Transport did 
not meet the standards the Premier sets for himself regarding Kingstream?  He has gone quiet.  The Government 
wanted to give us history lessons, but we will give it a history lesson:  Our ministers were supposed to remember 
events that took place during cabinet deliberations four years ago, yet the Premier cannot tell us what happened 
two weeks ago.  It is an absolute disgrace and the Government has fooled no-one. 

Opposition members:  Hear, hear!  

Question put and a division taken with the following result - 
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Ayes (17) 

Ms Anwyl Dr Gallop Mr McGinty Ms Warnock 
Mr Brown Mr Graham Ms McHale Mr Cunningham (Teller) 
Mr Carpenter Mr Grill Mr Pendal  
Dr Constable Mr Kobelke Mr Ripper  
Dr Edwards Ms MacTiernan Mrs Roberts  

Noes (27) 

Mr Ainsworth Mr Day Mr Masters Mr Sweetman 
Mr Barnett Mrs Edwardes Mr McNee Mr Trenorden 
Mr Barron-Sullivan Dr Hames Mr Minson Dr Turnbull 
Mr Board Mrs Hodson-Thomas Mr Omodei Mrs van de Klashorst 
Mr Bradshaw Mr Johnson Mr Osborne Mr Wiese 
Mr Court Mr Kierath Mr Prince Mr Tubby (Teller) 
Mr Cowan Mr Marshall Mr Shave  

            

Pairs 

 Mr Riebeling Mr House: 
 Mr McGowan Mr Baker 
 Mr Marlborough Mrs Holmes 
 Mr Thomas Mr Nicholls 

Question thus negatived. 
 


